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ABSTRACT
The concept of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) is becoming increasingly obscure due to the
recent ﬁndings of heterogeneous populations with different levels of stemness within MSCs isolated by traditional plastic adherence. MSCs were originally identiﬁed in bone marrow and later
detected in many other tissues. Currently, no cloning based on single surface marker is capable
of isolating cells that satisfy the minimal criteria of MSCs from various tissue environments.
Markers that associate with the stemness of MSCs await to be elucidated. A number of candidate MSC surface markers or markers possibly related to their stemness have been brought forward so far, including Stro-1, SSEA-4, CD271, and CD146, yet there is a large difference in their
expression in various sources of MSCs. The exact identity of MSCs in vivo is not yet clear,
although reports have suggested they may have a ﬁbroblastic or pericytic origin. In this review,
we revisit the reported expression of surface molecules in MSCs from various sources, aiming
to assess their potential as MSC markers and deﬁne the critical panel for future investigation.
We also discuss the relationship of MSCs to ﬁbroblasts and pericytes in an attempt to shed light
on their identity in vivo. STEM CELLS 2014;32:1408–1419

INTRODUCTION
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) were ﬁrst identiﬁed from bone marrow mononuclear cells
(BM-MNCs) as ﬁbroblastic colony-forming units
(CFU-Fs). Due to their multipotency and paracrine effect [1, 2], MSCs are ideal candidates for
regenerative medicine [3, 4]. Currently, there is
no consensus on a single surface molecule to
identify MSCs from various sources. The minimum criteria of MSCs [5] include: (a) remain
plastic-adherent under standard culture conditions; (b) express CD105, CD73, and CD90, and
lack expression of CD45, CD34, CD14 or CD11b,
CD79a or CD19, and HLA-DR; (c) differentiate
into osteoblasts, adipocytes, and chondrocytes
in vitro. Other surface antigens generally
expressed by MSCs include CD13, CD29, CD44,
and CD10 [6, 7]. Although bone marrow (BM) is
the most widely recognized source of MSCs,
recent research has identiﬁed alternative sources of MSC-like cells, including adipose tissue
(AT) [8], placenta [9], dental pulp [10], synovial
membrane [11], peripheral blood [12], periodontal ligament [13], endometrium [14],
umbilical cord (UC) [15], and umbilical cord
blood (UCB) [16, 17]. In fact, evidence has suggested that MSCs may be present virtually in
any vascularized tissues throughout the whole
body [18].
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Genuine MSCs are expected to possess
both clonogenicity and tripotency. However,
only a fraction of CFU-Fs from plastic adherence isolated MSCs (PA-MSCs) exhibited multipotency [19], indicating that PA-MSCs
comprised a heterogeneous population of cells
with different lineage commitment [19], which
may relate to their in vivo environment. This is
reﬂected in the differences in the protein
expression proﬁle, cytokine proﬁle, or differentiation potency of various sources of MSCs
(reviewed in [20]). For example, the percentage of BM CFU-Fs with osteogenic potency
was higher than that with adipogenic potency
[21]. Similarly, ectopic transplantation of BMMSCs resulted in heterotopic bone tissue formation, while dental pulp-derived MSCs generated reparative dentin-like tissue [22]. It is
now widely accepted that in the MSCs population, only a proportion of cells satisfy the
“MSCs” criteria at single cell level, while the
other cells are more committed. There is also
a more immature population in MSCs which
are embryonic stem cell (ESC)-like and express
Oct-4 and Sox2 [23].
So far, the markers proposed for MSCs fall
into two categories: sole markers and stemness markers. A sole marker is an alternative
MSC selection tool to plastic adherence, which
alone is sufﬁcient to identify or purify MSCC AlphaMed Press 2014
V
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like cells from their in vivo environment [5]. A “stemness”
marker is able to identify a subset of MSCs with high CFU-Fs
and trilineage potential or even identify ESC-like population.
Ideally, such stemness marker may facilitate selection and
therefore enrichment of subpopulation that exhibit superior
CFU-Fs and multipotency. Based on the nature of the two different types of markers, the sole markers are normally highly
expressed, while the stemness markers may be moderately
detected.
The majority of MSC markers are identiﬁed for BM-MSCs.
To date, however, whether these markers can be applied to
other sources of MSCs is not very clear. Moreover, the exact
in situ identity of MSCs is not entirely clear, although reports
have suggested they may have a ﬁbroblastic or pericytic origin. This review attempt to address these issues through a
comprehensive analysis of the current ﬁndings on MSC isolated from various tissues via the use of single surface
markers. Moreover, the capacity of stemness markers representing the subset of more primitive MSCs is revisited and
the origin of MSCs is discussed.

SOLE

AND

STEMNESS MARKERS

OF

MSCS

A number of molecules have been suggested as MSC markers,
as shown in Table 1. Among them, Stro-1, CD271, stagespeciﬁc embryonic antigen-4 (SSEA-4), and CD146 are the
ones that have received the most attention and adopted in
studies as markers to sort MSCs. The expression of these four
molecules in various sources of MSCs is listed in Table 2.

Stro-1
Stro-1 is one of the most well-known markers for MSCs. Stro1 is a cell membrane single pass type I protein that translocates from the endoplasmic reticulum to the cell membrane
in response to the depletion of intracellular calcium [69]. By
combining negative selection against glycophorin-A, Stro-1
enriched CFU-Fs from BM with multipotency [24]. However, it
did not enrich CFU-Fs from human endometrial stroma [14].
The degree of homogeneity of the Stro-1-selected MSCs was
further enhanced 1000-fold by positive selection for CD106
compared to PA-MSCs [25]. Injection of human Stro-1(1) but
not Stro-1(2) BM-MNCs into rat myocardium led to arteriogenesis and functional cardiac recovery [70]. Further in vivo
research demonstrated that Stro-1(2) MSCs supported higher
hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) engraftment in nonobese diabetic/severe combined immunodeﬁciency (NOD/SCID) mice
while no support was detected by Stro-1(1) MSCs. However,
Stro-1(1) MSCs exhibited greater capability in homing to
spleen, BM, and kidney [26]. Conditioned medium from Stro1(1) MSCs could induce a greater degree of cardiac vascular
repair than PA-MSCs [25]. These suggest that Stro-1 may be
involved in clonogenicity and play a role in homing and angiogenesis of MSCs.
However, Stro-1 is not universally expressed in all
reported types of MSCs. Stro-1 is expressed in dental- [10],
synovial membrane- [11], decidua parietalis-derived MSCs [39]
and multipotent dermal ﬁbroblasts [28]. AT- [54], UCB- [57],
UC- [16], peripheral blood-derived MSCs [59] are negative/low
for Stro-1 expression. It is reported that placenta-derived
MSCs gradually lose Stro-1 expression in culture [62]. In con-
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trast, however, the expression of Stro-1 in BM-MSCs increases
with culture time [36].
The potential of Stro-1 as an MSC marker is limited in several ways. It is unclear whether Stro-1 expression correlates
with multipotency. Stro-1 is also unsuitable as a sole marker
to separate MSCs from its harboring tissue, at least not from
BM, as greater than 95% of Stro-1(1) cells in the human BM
were glycophorin A expressing nucleated erythroid cells [24].
Moreover, Stro-1 expression appears not universal for various
MSC types.

CD271
CD271 (also named as low-afﬁnity nerve growth factor receptor) is a receptor for neurotrophins, which stimulate neuronal
cells to survive and differentiate. CD271 has been used to
select CFU-Fs from BM-MNCs. The percentage of
CD90(1)CD105(1)CD45(2)CD34(2)CD79(2) cells in BMMNCs coincided with the amount of CD271(1) cell subset
(0.54%) [71]. CFU-Fs could only be generated from CD271(1)
subsets of CD45(2)glycophorin-A(2) human BM-MNCs while
the CD271(2) fraction showed no residual CFU-F activity [7,
29]. CD271(1) BM MSCs were shown to have enhanced capability in promoting HSC engraftment compared to PA-MSCs
[72] and also induced superior chondral repair than the
CD271(2) BM MSCs [73]. These together suggest a role of
CD271 in maintaining clonogenicity and function of MSCs.
However, the majority of the CD271(1) cells were found not
to coexpress CD90 and CD73, the two general markers of
MSCs. The percentage of CD90 and CD73 positive cells was
found to be very low (<10%) in CD271(1) cells from BM [29]
and from AT (10%–20%) [72]. Moreover, nearly 50%–99% of
the CD271(1) cells in BM [29] and synovium [47] coexpressed
CD34, which disqualiﬁes CD271 as a sole marker to isolate
MSCs from various tissues [5].
Similar to Stro-1, CD271 is not universally expressed in
various MSCs. CD271 shows high levels of expression in BM
and AT MSCs [6, 55] and is also expressed in periodontal ligament MSCs [13]. However, it is expressed at low levels in
placenta-derived MSCs [31, 63] and not expressed in synovial
membrane- [47, 65, 66], peripheral blood- [60], UC-, and
UCB-MSCs [48, 49]. Although Watson et al. [58] reported
detection of CD271 in UCB-MSCs, CD271 failed to enrich CFUFs and multipotency. The potency of CD271(1) cells as a
stemness marker was further challenged by the ﬁnding of
lower trilineage differentiation potential in CD105(1)/
CD271(1) expanded BM-MNCs subsets compared to unsorted
BM-MNCs [30]. Therefore, CD271 may not be considered as a
MSC stemness marker.

SSEA-4
SSEA-4 is an embryonic stem cell marker. It has been documented to isolate genuine MSCs from BM [32]. SSEA-4(1)
BM cells can expand extensively, while SSEA-4(2) subsets fail
to grow. SSEA-4(1) cells also show tripotency [57]. SSEA-4
expression gradually increases in BM culture over time [57].
Besides in BM-MSCs, SSEA-4 expression was also detected in
placenta- [64], periodontal ligament- [74], dental pulp- [61],
and synovial membrane [65]-derived MSCs. On the contrary,
AT-, UC-, or UCB-derived MSCs [48, 51] do not express SSEA4. A more important question that whether the clonogenicity
and multipotency of SSEA-4(1) cells is superior to the
C AlphaMed Press 2014
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Table 1. Potential MSC sole markers and their expression in unsorted MSC population
Markers

Marker potential

Stro-1

Enrich CFU-Fs from whole BM

CD271

Enrich CFU-Fs from CD45/A-glycophorin
A depleted BM-MNCs
Higher differentiation-related gene
expression after induction compared
to MNC-derived MSCs

SSEA-4

Enrich CFU-Fs from whole BM

CD146

Enrich CFU-Fs from BM-MSCs
Enrich cells with multipotency from
BM-MSCs
Downregulated in differentiated cells

CD49f

CD349
GD2

3G5

Enrich clonogenicity and differentiation
potency
Knocking down results in differentiation
of HSCs
Enrich CFU-Fs from whole placenta cells
High speciﬁcity for isolating MSCs from
BM

% positive

10
11.2
6
2.1
1.29
8
28.96
37.84
2.3

Enrich cells with clonogenicity and
ectodermal, endodermal, and mesodermal differentiation potency
SUSD2 Enrich CFU-Fs and tri-potency
Stro-4
Enrich CFU-Fs
MSCA-1 MSCA-1 positivity enrich CFU-Fs by 90fold from BM-MNCs; MSCA-1 and
CD56 double positivity enrich CFU-Fs
by 180-fold from BM-MNCs; MSCA1(1)CD56(2) selects for better adipogenesis in BM-MSCs; MSCA1(1)CD56(1) selects for better chondrogenesis in BM-MSCs
CD200 Enrich CFU-Fs from BM-MNCs; downregulated in differentiated cells
PODXL PODXL decreases in high-density
cultures

Sox11

Downregulated during culture. Knockdown affects proliferation and osteogenesis potential
TM4SF1 Enriched in MSCs compared with their
source tissue or ﬁbroblasts

References

[24]
[25]
[26]
[14]
[27]
[28]
[13]
[7, 29]
[30]

Negligible
1–2
71
2–4
37.82
9.4
1.5 CD146(1)PDGF-Rb(1)
0.1
1.2
42.7
17.2–37.9
11.55
21.85
9.4
88.1

Human placenta MSCs
Mouse BM-MSCs at day 2 in culture
Mouse BM-MSCs after 100 days in culture
Human BM cells
Human amnion MSC at passage 0–2
Human endometrial stroma
Human endometrial stroma

[31]
[32]

[27]
[14]
[33]

Human BM-MSCs
Human CD45 depleted BM-MNCs
Human BM-MSCs
Human UC-MSCs
Inﬂamed periodontal ligament MSCs
Healthy periodontal ligament MSCs
Fresh isolated human endometrial stromal cells
human BM-MSCs at passage 1

[34, 35]
[35]
[17]
[13]
[14]
[36]

15

Human BM-MSCs

[37]

55
0.2
95

Human UCB-MSCs
Total human plancenta cells
Human CD45(2)CD105(1)CD73(1) BM-MNCs

[37]
[31]
[38]

65
3

Human BM-MSCs
Human UCB-MSCs
Decidua parietalis
Dental pulp CFU-Fs
BM CFU-Fs
BM-MSCs

[37]
[37]
[39]
[40]

Human endometrial stromal cells
Human and ovine BM-MSCs
CD271bright BM cells

[41]
[42]
[43]

0.15

Human BM-MNCs

[44]

90

Human BM-MSCs at passage 2

[36]

13
25
Not tested

Human BM-MSCs
Human UCB-MSCs
Human BM-MSCs

[37]
[37]
[45]

Not speciﬁed

BM, AT, and UCB

[46]

Enrich CFU-Fs

SSEA-3

MSC source

Human BM-MNCs
Human BM-MNCs
Human BM-MSCs after 1 week in culture
Human endometrial stroma cells
Human amnion MSCs at passage 0–2
Human dermal ﬁbroblasts at passage 3
Inﬂamed periodontal ligament MSCs
Healthy periodontal ligament MSCs
Human BM-MNCs

63
14
1
4.2
<5
0.5–5.5 coexpressed

[23]

AT, adipose tissue; BM, bone marrow. BM-MNCs: bone marrow mononuclear cells; CFU-Fs, ﬁbroblastic colony-forming units; MSC, mesenchymal
stem cell; UCB, umbilical cord blood.
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Table 2. Detection of Stro-1, CD271, SSEA-4 and CD146 in various MSC sources
Stro-1
Sources of MSCs

CD271

SSEA-4

CD146

Presence

References

Presence

References

Presence

References

Presence

References

Bone marrow

1

[24]
[54]

1
2
2

[32, 43, 48]
[51–53]
[51]

[17, 19, 34, 35, 49, 50]

2

[6, 7, 29, 47, 48]
[49]
[55]

1

Adipose tissue

1
2
1

Umbilical cord
Umbilical cord blood

2
2

[16]
[57]

2
22/1

[16, 48]
[48, 51]

2
1
2
1

[59]
[10, 40]
[62]
[11]

[48]
[48, 49]
[58]
[60]
[31]
[63]
[47, 65, 66]
[67]

[56]
[49]
[17]
[17, 49]

Peripheral blood
Dental pulp
Placenta
Synovial membrane

2
2
1
2
2/low
2/low
2
1

1
2
1
1

1
1
1

[61]
[64]
[66]

1
1
1

[40]
[63]
[47]

Periodontal ligament
Dermis
Endometrium
Decidua parietalis

1
1
1
1

[13]
[28]
[14]
[39]

1

[68]

1
1

[64]
[68]

1
1
1
1

[13]
[68]
[14, 33]
[39]

MSCs, mesenchymal stem cells; 1, expression detected; 2, expression not detected; 2/low, expression detected but very low.

traditional PA-MSCs or MSCs sorted by other molecules is
unanswered. Notably, the expression of SSEA-4 in UCB-HSCs
was suggested to be an artiﬁcial induction in the in vitro culture as fetal calf serum (FCS) contained globoseries glycosphingolipids which can be recognized by a SSEA-4 antibody,
and in vitro FCS exposure may induce SSEA-4 expression [75].
In fact, some other studies reported no detection of SSEA-4
expressing cells in unsorted BM [51, 52, 76]. These ﬁndings
raise the issue of the physiological relevance and reliability of
SSEA-4 as the marker for MSCs.

CD146
CD146 is a key cell adhesion protein in vascular endothelial
cell activity and angiogenesis. Notably, CD146 emerged as an
attractive candidate for identifying genuine MSCs. In human
endometrial stroma population, CD146(1)PDGF-Rb(1) cells
show higher CFU-F enrichment compared with CD146(2)
PDGF-Rb(2) cells (7.7 6 1.7% vs. 0.7 6 0.2%) [33]. CD146 has
a greater CFU-Fs enrichment capacity than CD90, Stro-1, or
CD133 [14]. CD146 expression also deﬁnes MSCs with higher
multipotency. Russell’s group reported that the expression
level of CD146 in the tripotent clones is twofold of that in
the unipotent clones [19]. Additionally, CD146 also identiﬁes
MSCs with higher supporting capacity for hematopoiesis, as in
vitro, CD146(1) MSCs show more than 100-fold increase in
the long-term culture colony output by 8 weeks compared to
unsorted BM-MNCs [34], and in vivo, when transplanted into
mice, CD146(1) BM stroma subendothelial cells exhibit the
capacity to reorganize the hematopoietic microenvironment
to heterotopic sites [35].
Importantly, the expression of CD146 was found not only
in BM-MSCs [50] but also in almost all the other sources of
MSCs, including MSCs derived from AT [56], UC [15, 17], synovial membrane [47], UCB [49], placenta [63], dermis [68],
periodontal ligament [13], and intervertebral disc [77]. In fact,
CD146-expressing MSC clones from multiple organs were
found to exhibit trilineage potency [18].

sion of CD49f, and that the knockdown of CD49f in ESCs results
in differentiation into three germ layers, indicating CD49f is
involved in the maintenance of pluripotency and is an ESC
marker [78]. CD49f has also been identiﬁed as a speciﬁc HSC
marker and shown to enrich cells capable of generating longterm multilineage grafts [79]. To date, CD49f expression has
been detected in BM-MSCs [36], fetal urinary bladder-derived
MSCs [80], and UCB-MSCs [37]. It is possible that the expression
of CD49f may implicate the stemness of MSC culture. In fact,
study has shown that CD49f is associated with high clonogenicity and multipotency in less conﬂuent MSC culture [36]. Condition that induces MSC sphere formation can enrich CD49f(1)
population compared with MSCs in monolayer [78]. Moreover,
higher expression level of CD49f, such as in UCB-MSCs, is functionally linked with a higher lung clearance rate in systemic infusion [37]. Nonetheless, CD49f may not necessarily be of value
as a single speciﬁc marker of MSCs since it is also widely
expressed in epithelial cells as well as endothelial cells, monocytes, platelets, and thymocytes [79].

CD349
CD349 (frizzled-9) is a transmembrane-spanning receptor that is
activated by Wnt ligands. It has been proposed to enrich CFU-Fs
from placenta cells [31]. Additionally, CD349 expression has
been reported in periodontal ligament-derived MSCs [74]. However, whether CD349 being essential to the enrichment of clonogenicity has been questioned by other reports. For example,
while CFU-F could be enriched by 60-fold in the
CD349(1)CD10(1)CD26(1) fraction, the CD349(1)CD10(2)
CD26(2) subsets did not show CFU-F capacity, implying that
CD349 alone is not sufﬁcient for CFU-F enrichment. In fact,
CD349(2) subset has been shown to proliferate at a higher rate
than CD349(1) subset in periodontal ligament MSCs [74].
Moreover, CD349(2), rather than CD349(1) placenta MSCs,
show a function in recovering blood ﬂow following vascular
occlusion [81]. These suggest CD349 might not be a critical MSC
marker or essential in enriching MSC function.

CD49f

GD2

CD49f (a6-integrin) regulates signaling pathways in a variety of
cellular activities. Oct-4 and Sox-2 directly regulates the expres-

GD2, the neural ganglioside, was found by Martinez et al. [38]
as a single surface marker sufﬁcient to isolate MSCs from BM
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as GD2 is highly expressed in CD45(2)CD73(1) MSCs (>90%)
but not in CD45(2) BM cells. It is also expressed in AT-MSCs
and UC-MSCs [82], but not on foreskin ﬁbroblasts. However, a
portion of CD34(1) or CD19(1) BM cells also express GD2
[38], suggesting GD2 expression is not limited within BMMSCs.

3G5
3G5 is a pericyte marker. Khan et al. [83] reported that
plastic-adherence isolated BM-MSCs were negative for CD271,
CD56, and Stro-1 but positive for 3G5. To date, 3G5 expression is detected on BM-MSCs, dental pulp- [40], and decidua
parietalis-derived MSCs [39]. Shi and Gronthos [40] showed
that a minor population of BM-MSCs positive for Stro-1
expression is also positive for 3G5. 3G5 positivity accounts for
14% of BM CFU-Fs and 63% of dental pulp CFU-Fs [40]. However, a large proportion (54%) of hematopoietic BM cells
express 3G5, eliminating its potential as a sole marker to isolate MSCs from human bone marrow [40].

SSEA-3
Stage-speciﬁc embryonic antigen-3 (SSEA-3) is a pluripotent
stem cell marker. Recently, evidence showed that a minor
subset of SSEA-3(1)CD105(1) cells in MSCs, namely
multilineage-differentiating stress enduring (MUSE) cells, are
able to differentiate into ectodermal, endodermal, and mesodermal lineage cells in vivo [23]. Induced pluripotent stem
cells (iPSCs) were only found to be derived from the MUSE
cell subset in ﬁbroblasts but not the non-MUSE subset [84],
suggesting that SSEA-3 and CD105 expressing MSCs (1%) as
progenitor cells reminiscent of, but not identical to,
pluripotent-like ESCs. MUSE cells coexpressed some other pluripotency markers including Nanog, Oct3/4, PAR-4, Sox2 [23].
Since MSCs are strongly positive for CD105, MUSE cells can
be represented as the SSEA-3(1) subset of MSCs. MUSE cells
are not tumorigenic and can differentiate in vivo without
prior genetic manipulation or growth receptor induction [23],
hence they may have practical advantages for regenerative
medicine.

SUSD2 (W5C5)
Type 1 integral membrane protein Sushi domain containing 2
(SUSD2) has been recently reported to enrich for CFU-Fs and
tripotency from endometrium- [41], and BM-derived MSCs
[85]. SUSD2 can be detected by the W5C5 antibody [85].
SUSD2 is not expressed in hematopoietic cells. In the endometrium, it is predominantly expressed in perivascular
regions. W5C5(1) cells are also capable of producing endometrial stromal-like tissue in vivo [41]. Whether SUSD2 being a
common MSC marker remains to be consolidated.

Others
There are also some other MSC sole or stemness markers proposed by some researchers which are well-investigated. Stro4, MSCA-1, CD56, CD200, and PODXL have been proposed as
MSC markers by their CFU-Fs enrichment capacity. The antibody Stro-4 identiﬁed the beta isoform of heat shock protein90. It was found expressed in BM-, dental pulp-, periodontal
ligament-, and AT-derived MSCs, and enriched CFU-Fs from
both human and ovine BM by 16- and 8-fold compared to
BM-MNCs [42]. MSCA-1 (mesenchymal stem cell antigen-1) is
C AlphaMed Press 2014
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identical to tissue nonspeciﬁc alkaline phosphatase [52]. Compared to unsorted BM-MNCs, MSCA-1 selection resulted in a
90-fold increase in enrichment of CFU-Fs and a 180-fold
increase when coselected for CD56 [43]. Another surface molecule CD200 was reported [44] to enrich CFU-Fs from BMMNCs to 333-fold. PODXL, a sialomucin in the CD34 family,
was also reported to decrease in high-density cultures which
have lower clonogenicity and differentiation potency compared to less conﬂuent cultures [36].
Unlike the above molecules, neuron-glial antigen 2 (NG2),
Sox11, and TM4SF1 were proposed largely based on their
expression. NG2 is ﬁrst observed on the surface of neural progenitors and is a pericyte marker whose expression is also
shared by BM-MSCs [18, 86, 87]. Sox11, a transcription factor
previously identiﬁed in neural progenitor cells, was found to
signiﬁcantly decrease during MSC passages and knockdown of
Sox11 with siRNA decreased the proliferation and osteogenic
differentiation potential of MSCs [45]. TM4SF1 is another surface protein highly expressed in BM-, UCB-, and AT-MSCs
which is not detected in mononuclear cells and ﬁbroblasts,
suggesting it may be a potential marker for MSC selection
[46].

COMPARISON

OF

MSCS ISOLATED

BY

DIFFERENT MARKERS

With the array of potential markers identiﬁed in MSCs, it is
still unclear whether these markers deﬁne different or overlapping subpopulations of MSCs. One of the reasons is that
the phenotypic or functional differences among the MSC subpopulations selected by different markers are still poorly
understood. Here we aim to review studies that were
designed to compare various MSC populations sorted in parallel and directly from single sources with respect to their coexpression of MSC markers, CFU enrichment capacity or
differentiation potential.

CFU-Fs Enrichment Capacity
Delorme et al. [44] reported that, among nine molecules,
CD73, CD130, CD146, CD200, and integrin aV/b5 were able to
enrich CFU-Fs from CD235a(2)/CD45(2)/CD11b(2) BMMNCs, while CD49b, CD90, and CD105 showed less enrichment. Among various methods of MSC isolation from BMMNCs, including plastic adherence, RosetteSep-isolation, and
CD105(1) and CD271(1) selection [30], CD271(1) fraction
showed the highest number of CFU-Fs colonies. Double selection for CD56 or MSCA-1 enriched CFU-Fs to 3- or 2-fold,
respectively, in CD271 (bright) BM-MNCs [43]. Schwab et al.
[14] found that CD146 but not Stro-1 or CD133 selection
enriched CFU-Fs from human endometrial stromal cells. Sorting of CD34(2)CD45(2) [88] or CD45(2) [76] human BMMNCs with CD271 and CD146 revealed that CFU-Fs units
remained exclusively in CD271(1) population regardless of
CD146 expression, with a tendency toward more CFU-Fs in
CD271(1)CD146(1) cells relative to CD271(1)CD146(2) cells.
CD146(1) subsets accounted for 96% of CFU-Fs in unfractionated human dental pulp cells, while Stro-1(1) and 3G5(1)
subsets accounted for around 80% and 60%, respectively [40].
In addition, the cloning efﬁciency of W5C5(1)CD146(1) cells
was found signiﬁcantly higher than CD140b(1)CD146(1) cells.
W5C5hi cells had a high clonal capacity equivalent to
STEM CELLS
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Table 3. Comparison of MSC sorting protocols for CFU-Fs enrichment
Cell subsets analyzed

Whole cell population

Stro-1(1), CD133(1), CD90(1),
CD146(1)
CD49b(1), CD90(1), CD105(1),
CD73(1), CD130(1), CD146(1),
CD200(1), aV/b5(1)

Human endometrial stromal cells
Human BM-MNCs

MSCA-1(1), CD271(1), CD56(1)

Human BM-MNCs

PA-MSCs, RosetteSep-, CD105(1) or
CD271(1) sorted
CD271(1),CD146(1)

Human BM-MNCs
CD34(2)CD45(2) human BM-MNCs

CD271(1),CD146(1)

Human BM-MNCs

Stro-1(1), CD146(1), 3G5(1)

Human dental pulp cells

Result

References

Only CD146 showed CFU-Fs
enrichment
CD49b, CD105, and CD90 showed low
CFU-Fs enrichment. CD73, CD130,
CD146, CD200, and integrin aV/ß5
showed higher CFU-Fs enrichment
CD271(1)CD56(1) fraction enriched
CFU-Fs to threefold compared to
CD271(1)CD56(2) fraction. MSCA1(1)CD56(1) fraction gave rise to
two fold higher CFU-Fs than MSCA1(1)CD56(–) cells.
CFU-Fs was most enriched in
CD271(1) fraction.
CFU-Fs remained exclusively in
CD271(1) population;
CD271(1)CD146(1) cells had more
CFU-Fs relative to
CD271(1)CD146(2) cells
CFU-Fs was not observed in CD271(-)
cell fraction. CD146 positivity further
enhanced CFU-Fs to 2.1 times in
CD271(1)CD45(2) fraction.
No colony formation could be detected
in STRO-1bright/CD146(2) human
bone marrow. CD146(1) subsets
accounted for 96% of CFU-Fs in unfractured dental pulp cells, while
Stro-1(1) and 3G5(1) subsets
accounted for around 80% and 60%,
respectively.

[14]
[44]

[43]

[30]
[87]

[76]

[40]

BM-MNCs, bone marrow mononuclear cells; CFU-Fs, ﬁbroblastic colony-forming units; MSC, mesenchymal stem cell; PA-MSCs, plastic adherence
isolated MSCs.

W5C5(1)CD146(1) cells [41]. Taken together, these ﬁndings
imply that CD146 and CD271 positivity indicates superior
CFU-F capacity in MSCs. These ﬁndings are summarized in
Table 3.

Differentiation Potential
Battula et al. [43] reported that chondrocytes and pancreaticlike islets are predominantly induced from MSCA1(1)CD56(1) BM-MNCs whereas adipocytes emerge exclusively from MSCA-1(1)CD56(2) subsets, indicating that CD56
is involved in differentiation tendency. Jarocha et al. [30]
reported that CD271(1) or CD105(1) MSCs have lower lineage marker expression than PA-MSCs after osteogenic, chondrogenic, and adipogenic induction. Arufe et al. [67] reported
that when comparing CD73, CD106, or CD271 positive human
synovial membrane cells, CD271(1) cells are highly chondrogenic, whereas the CD73(1) cells are less chondrogenic and
the CD106(1) cells mostly undifferentiated after induction.
Vaculik et al. [68] reported that CD271(1) but not SSEA-4(1)
dermal cells exhibit osteogenic and chondrogenic differentiation potential. Dermal SSEA-4(1) cells, in contrast, are only
responsive to adipogenic induction. In adult human BMMNCs, CD271(1)CD146(2/low) and CD271(1)CD146(1) subsets [76] show a similar capacity to differentiate and to support hematopoiesis, but the two subsets have been found at
different sites; CD271(1)CD146(2/low) cells are bone-lining,
while CD271(1)CD146(1) cells have a perivascular localization, suggesting that the two subsets play different roles in
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HSC niche. The function of surface markers in multipotency
enrichment is summarized in Table 4.

Surface Marker Coexpression
Relevant studies on the degree of coexpression of surface
markers on MSCs is summarized in Table 5. The expression of
CD106 and CD146 was found to be restricted to the MSCA1(1)CD56(2) MSCs and CD166 to MSCA-1(1)CD56(1/2)
MSCs [43]. Vaculik et al. [68] reported that in human dermis,
the expression pattern of SSEA-4 is almost analogous to
CD271. Both were found only weakly expressed and coexpressed with CD45. Van Landuyt and Quirici also reported the
detection of CD34 expression on CD271(1) subpopulation of
human synovial and BM-MSCs [29, 47]. In human dermis,
CD73 and CD105 are coexpressed [68]. A minor population of
the human dermis CD73(1) cells is CD90(2). Dermis
CD271(1) cells were CD73(1) and CD105(1), whereas the
majority of CD271(1) cells are CD90(2) [68]. Similarly, in two
other reports, only a minor subset of the CD271(1) cells
express CD90, CD73 (<10% in cultured CD271(1) cells from
BM [29], 10%–20% in freshly puriﬁed CD271(1) cells from
adipose tissue [72]). Maijenburg further reported that the distribution of CD271(1)CD146(2) and CD271(1)CD146(1) subsets correlates with donor age. The main subset in pediatric
and fetal BM was reported to be CD271(1)CD146(1),
whereas CD271(1)CD146(2) population was dominant in
adult marrow [88]. In endometrial MSCs, 28% of W5C5(1)
cells are CD146(1), while 60% of W5C5(1) cells are Stro1(1). A small population of W5C5(1) cells also express other
C AlphaMed Press 2014
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Table 4. Comparison of multipotency of sorted MSCs
Cell subsets analyzed

CD73(1), CD106(1),
CD271(1)
MSCA-1(1), CD56(1)

Whole cell population

Human synovial
membrane cells
Human BM-MNCs

Capacity compared

Chondrogenesis
Chondrogenesis, adipogenesis

Pancreatic differentiation

CD271(1), SSEA-4(1),
CD73(1), CD90(1)

Human dermis MSCs

Chondrogenesis, adipogenesis,
osteogenesis

PA-MSCs, RosetteSep-,
CD105(1) or CD271(1)
sorted

Human BM-MNCs

Osteogenesis, chondrogenesis,
adipogenesis

CD271(1), CD146(1)

Human BM-MNCs

Osteogenesis, chondrogenesis,
adipogenesis

Result

References

Chondrogenic potential: CD271
(1) > CD73(1) > CD106 (1)
MSCA-1(1)CD56(1): Chondrogenic and pancreatic differentiation potential, no
adipogenic potential.
MSCA-1(1)CD56(2): Adipogenic
potential, no chondrogenic
and pancreatic differentiation
potential.
CD271(1) cells had tri-lineage
potential. Dermal SSEA-4(1)
cells could only go for adipogenesis. CD73(1) cells
showed a signiﬁcantly higher
adipogenic differentiation
capacity than CD90(1) cells.
CD271(1) or CD105(1) MSCs
showed lower differentiation
related marker expression
than PA-MSCs after osteogenic, chondrogenic and adipogenic induction.
CD271(1)CD146(2/low) and
CD271(1)CD146(1) subsets
showed a similar differentiation potential

[67]
[43]

[68]

[30]

[76]

BM-MNCs, bone marrow mononuclear cells; MSCs, mesenchymal stem cells; SSEA-4, surface-speciﬁc embryonic antigen.

Table 5. Comparison of coexpressed markers in sorted MSCs
Cell subsets analyzed

Whole cell population

MSCA-1(1), CD271(1), CD56(1)

Human BM-MNCs

CD271(1), SSEA-4(1)

Human dermis cells

W5C5(1)

Human endometrial cells

Result

References

CD271 (1)CD56(2) cells expressed CD106
and CD146. CD271(1)CD56(1) cells
exclusively expressed CD166.
CD271(1)CD56(1) double positivity
enriched SSEA-4 expression.
CD271(1)CD56(1) double positivity
enriched MSCA-1 expression.
Expression pattern of SSEA-4 in dermis was
analogous to CD271. CD271 and SSEA-4
both coexpressed with CD45(1) cells.
CD73 and CD105 were coexpressed. A
minor population of the CD73(1) cells
was CD90(2). CD271(1) cells were
CD73(1) and CD105(1), whereas the
majority of CD271(1) cells were
CD90(2).
W5C5(1) cells were 28% CD146(1), 60%
Stro-1(1), 11.6% CD24(1), 5.3%
CD31(1), 4.7% CD45(1).

[43]

[68]

[41]

BM-MNCs, bone marrow mononuclear cells; MSCs, mesenchymal stem cells; SSEA, surface speciﬁc embryonic antigen.

lineage markers, like CD24 (11.6%), CD31 (5 %), CD45 (4.7 %),
and epithelial cell adhesion molecule [41].

MSC IDENTITY IN VIVO: FIBROBLASTS

OR

PERIVASCULAR CELLS?

Adult stem cells are found in specialized niches that store and
maintain stem cells and mediate the balanced response of
stem cells to the needs of organisms. The deﬁnition of MSCs
has been based on their ability to self-renew and to differentiate into certain mature cell types in vitro. Their identity in
C AlphaMed Press 2014
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vivo, however, remains unclear. Unlike the well-established
niche of BM for HSCs [89], the true identity of MSCs and their
niche in vivo is still under debate. Currently, it has been
raised that MSCs may derive from ﬁbroblasts or pericytes.
Fibroblasts are a type of cells synthesizing collagen, the
major structural framework for animal tissues, and in the
human body they are found in virtually every organ and tissue. MSCs have a close resemblance to ﬁbroblasts [90]. Fibroblasts and MSCs are both plastic adherent and share similar
cell morphology. Human dermal ﬁbroblasts express many cell
STEM CELLS
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Table 6. Physical expression of MSC markers in vivo
Markers

CD73, CD90, and CD105
CD90
Stro-1

NG2

CD146

3G5
CD271

SSEA-4
SUSD2/W5C5

Expression site

References

Dermis: Vascular and perivascular expression
Skeletal muscle, placenta, and white adipose tissue: Perivascular expression
Endometrium: Expressed on all the stroma of the human endometrium, including the ﬁbroblasts,
perivascular and endothelial cells
BM: Expressed on blood vessel walls
Dental pulp: Expressed on blood vessels and around perineurium surrounding nerve bundles
Endometrium: On endothelial cells and on the stroma around blood vessels
Placenta: Expressed around the vessels
Skeletal muscle, pancreas, placenta, white adipose tissue, fetal heart, fetal skin, lung, brain, eye, gut,
bone marrow, and umbilical cord: Only expressed in periphery of capillaries and microvessels in
almost all tissues
Skeletal muscle, pancreas, placenta, white adipose tissue, fetal heart, fetal skin, lung, brain, eye, gut,
bone marrow, and umbilical cord: Expressed on perivascular cells surrounding capillaries, arterioles
and venules, and on endothelium in capillaries, but not on microvessel endothelial cells
BM and dental pulp: Blood vessel wall expression
Endometrium: Expressed on perivascular and endothelial cells
Placenta: expressed around the vessels
Placenta: expressed on scattered cells around the vessels.
Dermis: presented on cutaneous nerve ﬁbers, Schwann cells, dermal single cells, and, faintly, on clusters of basal keratinocytes
BM: CD271(1)CD146(2/low) cells were bone-lining, while CD271(1)CD146(1) had a perivascular
localization
Dermis: Presented on cutaneous nerve ﬁbers, Schwann cells, dermal single cells, and, faintly, on clusters of basal keratinocytes
Endometrial tissue: Perivascular location.

[68]
[18]
[14]
[40]
[40]
[14]
[105]
[18]

[18]

[40]
[14]
[105]
[105]
[68]
[76]
[68]
[41]

BM, bone marrow; MSC, mesenchymal stem cells; SSEA, surface speciﬁc embryonic antigen.

surface proteins similar to MSCs, including the general
markers used for MSC characterization [91]. Human dermal
ﬁbroblasts also have tripotency [91, 92], although contradictory ﬁnding has been reported which suggests a lack of multipotency [51]. In addition, human dermal ﬁbroblasts show
immunoregulatory functions similar to MSCs [93, 94].
Another hypothesis is that MSCs reside throughout the
body as pericytes or perivascular cells and that the perivascular zone is the in vivo niche of MSCs [95]. Pericytes are a relatively elusive cell type recognized by virtue of their
anatomical location of their residence, that is on the abluminal surface of endothelial cells in the microvasculature, rather
than by a precisely deﬁned phenotype. As pericytes, MSCs
may be readily released from their niche and secrete immunoregulatory and trophic bioactive factors upon tissue damage. As such, MSCs may function as a source of stem cells for
physiological turnover.
A perivascular niche of MSCs is supported by the observation that in the majority of solid tissues where MSCs have
been found, blood vessels may be the only common anatomical structure. Consistent with the observation, the mesenchyme acts as a “space ﬁller” before the development of a
vascular system in early embryonic limb development [96].
Similar to MSCs, pericytes or perivascular cells are able to differentiate into osteoblasts, chondrocytes, adipocytes, ﬁbroblasts, myoﬁbroblasts, and smooth muscle cells in vitro [97].
In fact, CD146(1) perivascular cells from multiple organs
expressed general MSC surface antigens [18], as well as 3G5
[98] and NG2 [87]. Observations in vivo also support the association of pericytes with MSCs. For instance, multipotential
stem cells were identiﬁed in the mural cell population of the
vasculature [99]. In rat malignant glioma, intratumoral injection of MSCs [100] resulted in the engraftment of MSCs into
tumor vessel walls and the expression of several pericyte
markers.
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Several studies have further compared the associations of
MSCs with ﬁbroblasts and pericytes. Blasi et al. [101] reported
that AT-MSCs cannot be distinguished from human dermal
ﬁbroblasts in vitro by phenotype or multipotency. However,
AT-MSCs, but not dermal ﬁbroblasts, displayed strong angiogenic and anti-inﬂammatory activity. Sacchetti et al. [35]
found that only CD146(1) MSCs, but not muscle or skin ﬁbroblasts, are capable of reconstructing BM and conferring a
hematopoietic microenvironment in immunocompromized
mice. Additionally, several transcripts were found differentially
expressed between HS68 ﬁbroblasts and MSCs, whereas several inhibitors of the Wnt pathway (DKK1, DKK3, SFRP1), an
important pathway in regulation of MSCs, were highly
expressed in ﬁbroblasts, suggesting that MSCs and ﬁbroblasts
have distinct gene expression proﬁles. Gene and microRNA
expression comparison of human MSCs and dermal ﬁbroblasts
revealed a panel of MSC-speciﬁc molecular signature, which
mainly encode transmembrane proteins or associate with
tumors [102]. In a comprehensive study by Covas et al. [86],
the cell morphology and the phenotypes were found to be
comparable among 12 types of MSCs, 2 origins of pericytes,
and 4 sources of ﬁbroblasts. However, different from MSCs
and pericytes, ﬁbroblasts were reported to be weak for
CD146 expression and high for the expression of ﬁbroblastspeciﬁc protein-1 (FSP-1, also named as S100A4), a speciﬁc
ﬁbroblast marker. Furthermore, serial analysis of gene expression revealed a consistent grouping of MSCs with pericytes
and hepatic stellate cells, while ﬁbroblasts differentially clustered with smooth muscle cells and myoﬁbroblasts rather
than MSCs [86].
The close relationship of MSCs with perivascular cells is
also reﬂected by the physical distribution of the MSC speciﬁc
markers in vivo. As summarized in Table 6, the general MSC
antigens, such as CD73, CD90, and CD105 have a vascular and
perivascular expression pattern [18, 68], although their
C AlphaMed Press 2014
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Table 7. Effect of in vitro or in vivo conditions on MSC phenotype
Regulatory factors

Inﬂammation

Markers investigated

Stro-1
Stro-1, CD90, CD105, CD146
Stro-1, SSEA-4

Culture
conﬂuency

CD49d, CD49f, CD200,
CD106, PODXL

Serum

SSEA-4

Interferon

HLA class II
HLA-DR
NG2

Growth factors

CD105, CD73, CD90, CD29,
CD44, CD146

Stemness markers (Oct4A,
Notch 1, Hes5), neural
markers (Nestin, Pax6,
Ngn2)
CD44, CD90, CD146, CD105

AA

CD44, CD90, CD146, CD105

Findings

References

There was no signiﬁcant difference in proliferation, differentiation or Stro-1
positivity between MSCs isolated from normal and inﬂamed dental pulps.
Inﬂammed dental pulps expressed higher levels of MSC markers STRO-1,
CD90, CD105, and CD146 compared with normal dental pulps.
More Stro-1 and SSEA-4 positive cells were found in healthy than in
inﬂammed gingival tissues.
Culture conﬂuency was shown positively correlated with the expression of
CD49d, CD200 and CD106, and negatively correlated with CD49f and
PODXL.
FCS contained globoseries glycolipids which could be recognized by a SSEA4 antibody, and exposure to FCS induced the cell-surface expression of
SSEA-3 in cord-blood-derived HSCs
HLA class II expression in MSCs was induced by IFN-c.
HLA–DR positivity upon addition of IFN remained unchanged.
Addition of IFN-c repressed the transcription of NG2 in MSCs after neural
induction procedures.
FGF induced expression of HLA-DR, and lowered the expression of CD146
and CD49a, as well as the expression of CD49c. Expression of the MSC
surface antigens HLA–A/B/C, CD105, CD73, CD90, CD29, and CD44 was
not affected.
EGF 1 bFGF pretreatment downregulated the expression of stemness
markers Oct4A, Notch1 and Hes5, whereas neural/neuronal molecules
Nestin, Pax6, Ngn2 and the neurotrophin receptor tyrosine kinase 1 and
3 were upregulated.
FGF-2 resulted in reduced expression of CD146 and alkaline phosphatase,
which was partially reversed upon removal of the supplement. There was
no alteration in CD44 and CD90 with culture conditions, whereas the
CD146, CD105, and ALP expression proﬁle was regulated by supplementation with FGF-2, EGF, and PDGF-BB.
There was no alteration in CD44 and CD90 with culture conditions, whereas
the CD146, CD105, and ALP expression proﬁle was regulated by supplementation with AA.

[106]
[107]
[108]
[36]

[75]

[109, 110]
[111]
[112]
[111]

[113]

[114]

[114]

AA, ascorbic acid; ALP, alkaline phosphatase; EGF, epidermal growth factor; FCS, fetal calf serum; FGF, ﬁbroblast growth factor; HLA-DR, human
leukocyte antigen DR; HSCs, hematopoietic stem cells; IFN, interferon; MSCs, mesenchymal stem cells; PDGF-BB, platelet-derived growth factor
BB.

expression can also be found in ﬁbroblasts [14]. For the MSC
speciﬁc markers, Stro-1, NG2, CD146, and 3G5 expression was
mainly found in perivascular area of capillaries, microvessels,
and/or venules in many tissues [18, 40], despite additional
expression was found in certain endothelial cells for CD146
[14] and in endothelial cells and stroma for Stro-1 [14]. This
further supports the identity of MSCs as perivascular cells in
vivo, and that MSCs may bear stronger resemblance to pericytes and perivascular cells rather than to ﬁbroblasts. However, this “perivascular niche” theory cannot explain why
MSC-like cells are also detected in avascular tissues, such as
in articular cartilage [103] and nucleus pulposus [77]. A further postulation is that MSCs may have more than one origin
than the perivascular niche, as disclosed in the dual origin of
odontoblasts in the teeth by genetic lineage tracing [104].
This postulation of a nonpericytic origin of MSCs is also supported by the fact that MUSE cells, a subset of MSCs with
higher stemness, do not express CD146 [84].

CONCLUSIONS

AND

PERSPECTIVES

A large number of markers have been brought forward to
facilitate the isolation of MSCs from their surrounding environment or the selection of MSCs with high stemness. It
should be noted that the marker expression of MSCs is not in
a stable level. Culture conditions have potential inﬂuence on
the phenotype of MSCs and that such inﬂuence may contribC AlphaMed Press 2014
V

ute to the contradictory reports on marker expression. Particularly, some antigens may be artiﬁcially induced by in vitro
manipulation and culturing, such as the induction of SSEA-4
by FCS [75]. Culture conﬂuence can also induce certain
markers, such as CD49d, CD200, or CD106, or diminish them,
such as CD49f and PODXL [36]. Certain growth factors and
cytokines, such as ﬁbroblast growth factor and interferon-Ç,
or disease conditions such as inﬂammation, may also
modulate the phenotype of MSCs (Table 7). This therefore
emphasizes the importance of a standard operation procedure
for in vitro MSC expansion and validation of the markers
in vivo.
As shown in the above analysis, there is no sole marker
that is truly MSC-speciﬁc. Among the known MSC markers,
CD146 may be the most appropriate stemness marker, as it is
universally detected in the MSC population isolated from various tissues, and enriches cells with clonogenicity and multipotency. On the other hand, SSEA-3 may be a more immature
stemness marker which represents an ESCs-like phenotype.
This is consistent with the proposed in vivo identity of MSCs
as pericytes, as CD146 is also a pericyte marker. Interestingly,
CD146 is highly expressed in both MSCs and pericytes, but
not in dermal ﬁbroblasts [35], while FSP-1, a ﬁbroblast marker,
is lowly expressed in MSCs and pericytes [86], lending support
to the closer association of MSCs with pericytes. However,
this theory cannot explain the non-pericytic origin of MSCs
suggested in a number of reports. Further investigation to
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understand the niche components of MSCs in vivo is therefore demanded to validate the theory.
Accompanied by this dilemma is an emerging theory proposing a neuroectodermal origin for MSCs, represented by
the expression of nestin [115]. We have not included nestin,
Sox2, or Oct4, in the analysis, since these are intracellular
proteins but not surface markers. However, we noticed that
nestin(1)/CD271(2)/Stro-1(2) MSCs derived from human
ESCs were reported to differentiate into representative derivatives of all three embryonic germ layers [116]. Therefore,
compared with CD271 and Stro-1, nestin positivity may represent a more primitive phenotype of MSCs. An interesting
hypothesis is that CD146(1) MSCs may be a lineage of
nestin(1) MSCs, since pericytes within several tissues were
reported to be derived from neural crest derivatives [117].
While nestin is a intracellular protein which may complicate
the isolation of nestin(1) MSCs, a recent paper suggests that
nestin (1) MSCs can be isolated by PDGFRalpha and CD51
double positivity [118], which may facilitate the future investigation of the properties of nestin(1) MSCs.
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